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The ‘Why’ Question
BY ANDREW MAWSON

Ch..Ch..Ch..Changes
Apparently none of us like change..... but
this is patently not true. We like change
that we are in control of and which we
regard as ‘good’ for us. Changing to a new
and better car; changing to a better house
in a smarter location; changing to a new
job that pays more money; changing to live
with a new partner and so on. These are
all changes we embrace quite happily in
our lives because we are in control of them
and perceive them (in the first instance at
least) as being beneficial to us. But when it
comes to change which is imposed on us
or which we may perceive at first sight as
being less beneficial to us than keeping
things the same, we tend to be less than
enthusiastic!

Change and the Workplace
For the most part, the direction of travel in
the development of the workplace is
towards greater agility and mobility, which
means a shift in work behaviour. Most
organisations when considering the
evolution of their workplaces and work
practices, (which are often stimulated by

FM related triggers, i.e. a change in
location, headcount growth or a
refurbishment) are tending to move to an
agile working model where people are
provided with a palette of technology tools
and spaces appropriate to their roles and
enabled in working in a mobile fashion
within and outside the office. The idea of
work and place agility is no longer
regarded simply regarded as being
appropriate to the sales force, but now it is
recognised as a legitimate way of working
for people who need to work
predominantly within buildings too.

Andrew Mawson
Andrew is AWA’s Managing Director. Andrew is
one of the leading visionaries on the future of
the workplace in the context of organisational
design Andrew has a unique appreciation of
how IT in the workplace can affect the mood,
performance and strategic flexibility of an
organisation. Andrew is a regular speaker and
writer on the link between organisational
effectiveness, work and the workplace and the
transition to the agile organisation.
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Not surprisingly, most of the initial
arguments for transition to agile working
seen through the eyes of the FM are
based on cost savings and efficiency
improvements. Typically most agile
workplaces can ultimately support between
20% and 50% more people than a
traditional workplace and by taking a
scientific approach to design can increase
professional productivity by between 3%
and 5%. But just because it looks like a
good idea for the organisation, it doesn’t
follow that the people will automatically
perceive it as a good idea for them.

The Challenge of Change for the FM
For the FM the transition to agile may itself
present opportunities to shine and be seen
as strategically ‘business relevant’, but it
also brings with it new challenges.
Whereas in the past workplace change
was mostly to do with design and desks, it
is now also to do with hearts and minds. In
the past the FM was in control of the
agenda and had all the skills, experience
and power to bring about the workplace
change. But to make an enduring transition
to an agile workplace and an agile working
regime, the FM needs to also become as
knowledgeable and skilled in the art of
organisational behavioural change as
he/she is in engineering, design, and
construction or service management. For
some FM’s the worry of getting the
behaviour change to happen is enough to
dissuade them from even floating the agile
idea to their business leaders. Interestingly
we are seeing many business leaders at
board level more in tune with, and pushing
for agility than the FM’s in their
businesses, which is slightly worrying.

The Science of Behaviour Change
Often in my experience FM’s see
behavioural change as a ‘black art’, the
‘fluffy’ bit and so on. They feel they don’t
have the power to bring about change, nor
the skills or the ear of or credibility with
senior leaders to make it happen. In many
cases FM’s need to up-skill and re-position
themselves and their role to learn how to
effect and maintain behavioural change.
But behavioural transition is as much of a
scientific discipline as energy management
or construction and there is logic in
everything associated with it. It’s just that

in most cases FM’s don’t encounter
behavioural change as a discipline within
their training and so succumb to the soft
and fluffy notion.

Learning to Drive
Returning to the earlier theme in this
article, in general people don’t like change
when it is a. imposed on them and b.
where they cannot see any benefits for
them. This is not because people are
stubborn, unhelpful or	
  ‘resistant to change’.
It is because of some very deeply
engrained neurological processing which is
best described by talking about something
we all know about...learning to drive.	
  

It’s intriguing to me that we now refer to
generation X, Y, Baby Boomers and so on
as if they had all come from different
planets. In fact we are all human beings;
each generation has simply grown up with
and become ‘addicted’ to doing the same
thing (namely working) using different tools
and processes. The degree to which the
addiction exists is directly proportional to
the length of time that people have been
exposed to doing the same thing over and
over and the tools they have learned. In 40
years we have come from paper and pens
to Facebook and social collaboration
tools...quite a leap.	
  
With all this in mind, to get people to move
from one way or working to another
requires people to deploy their limited
mental capacity to learn new behaviours,
rituals, practices and processes to
overcome the addiction. However given
that their existing ‘baked’ in way of working
broadly works for them and they have built
their arrangements around it, why should
they go through the process of change
anyway?

The Change Conundrum
When we first learn to drive it’s all very
mechanical, nothing is natural. We have to
learn a whole set of new physical
movements and thought processes which
all link together to allow us to be a safe
driver. Once we have passed our test and
been driving for some years, driving just
becomes natural to the point where we
barely need to think about it. When we
were learning we were thinking and
processing information all the time
consuming huge amounts of the brains
processing power. But when we have
driven for a long time the brain ‘banks’ the
new behaviour and it becomes hard wired
in the subconscious part of the brain. The
brain consequently uses less processing
power and can direct its processing power
onto other things.
In the workplace, when people come to
work every day for several years, carrying
out the same processes, making the same
journeys, using the same mental
processes and performing the same social
rituals time and time again, these too
become ‘hard wired’, neurologically baked
in to our brains. We are almost addicted.	
  

In order to get people to transition to a new
way of doing things you first need to get an
opportunity to explain to those who have
the power to support/mandate change
‘what’ it is you want the organisation to
change ‘from’ and ‘to’ so that they are able
to understand what will be different and
make their judgements about it’s
appropriateness.
But getting peoples’ attention is a
challenge. Why should people even spend
a moment understanding what the change
is if they don’t have a sense of why they
should change and what the benefits might
be? It’s much easier to keep doing things
the way they have always done and
particularly if you are looking through an
‘addicted’ lens. This is the initial change
conundrum.
To make it worse, with something like agile
working we know it has different benefits to
different parts of an organisation, which
resonate more strongly, depending upon
specific pressures, nature and drivers in
that part of the organisation. So to be able
to describe the benefits to each
community, you need to get close enough
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in to help link the benefits to organisations
challenges and to do that you need to find
someone who will give you the time, power
and opportunity to do that. And in a world
where leaders have very little time or
mental capacity for anything other than
today’s business performance it is
increasingly difficult to get the airplay to
even start the process.
Having said all that, the perfect opportunity
to start the dialogue about change with
those with the power to support it, is when
there is an immovable challenge, like
growth, a new building, a lease expiry or
relocation. All of these create a legitimate
moment for the FM to raise the spector of
change and start the thinking process with
senior leaders.

Large Scale Change
Getting a few people to change their ways
is one thing, but getting hundreds and
thousands to do it is another. But the
principles and ideas are identical.
First if there isn’t clarity about what the
change is all about and time isn’t spent
with people making sure they understand
‘What’ the change is, they will make up
their own version of the ‘What’ based on
heresay, rumour and what they’ve read in
the paper.

Then there are the ‘Why’ questions. ‘Why’
should we change?, ‘Why’ do you want me
to change? and ‘Why’ should I change?
Further complicating matters, to bring
about an enduring change, you will need to
have different ‘Why’s’ for each community.
The ‘Why’ that gets leaders to support
change will be very different to the ‘Why’
that will gets middle managers or
operational people to change.
For leaders the ‘Why’ will be dependent on
the prevailing business conditions at a
point in time. Some leaders will support
because of cost reduction if profitability is
an issue. Others where profitability is in
good shape will support because of the
desire to address a particular business
issue that is important to the business such
as collaboration between silos or
professional productivity for example. But
in all cases the ‘Why’s’ needed to be
supported by evidence either from the
outside world or ideally from within their
own organisation. For leaders, hard
numbers will be necessary.
Often the focus of the ‘Why’ is geared
around a hard-nosed financially robust
Business Case. But rarely will this
persuade the middle managers and the
operational folk in the business to change.
For them a different set of ‘Why’s’ need be
constructed linked to the things that would
be compelling for them.
Then there are the ‘How’ questions ‘How
will we make the transition? How will we
get people on board? How will it work in
practice? How will we maintain the change
when we have made the initial change?

losing and only when they have done this
can they have a chance to become
emotionally engaged with the idea.
Touching the emotional side of the brain is
then the next leg of the journey. Only when
people are rationally and emotionally
engaged with the idea can you expect it to
take light.
Often people start from a place of
emotional negativity. They don’t like the
idea of ‘having their desk taken away’ for
instance. By first addressing the ‘what’,
‘why’, ‘how’ and ‘when’ you can establish
the truth about the change.
For people to ‘like’ something they need to
see benefit for themselves in their own
world. To speak to the emotional side of
the brain we need to access people
feelings. Music, sound, colour, human
stories all talk to the emotional part of the
brain. If we can express the case for
change in these dimensions then we will
increase the probability of getting the
change accepted.
Fundamentally, Workplace Change
Management is getting a large population
of work ‘addicts’ off the old ways of
working and onto the new. To achieve it
you need a well thought through and
consciously designed programme of
engagements supported by evidence and
anecdotes and a very good (why) reason
for change.
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Finally there are the ‘When’ questions.
When will we change? Will we all have to
change at the same time?
And of course the ‘What’ has very different
implications for different communities. The
implications are different for leaders than
they are for operational people; they are
different for IT than for FM and so on. The
level of detail that people need is often
different as well and the tools needed to
help people see what the new world will be
like is different too. Some like words, some
like stories, some like data and some like
pictures.

The what, why, how and when questions
all need to be answered credibly and
authentically to get people a solid
understanding about the truth of the
change so that they can judge whether it is
something that would be appropriate for
them to support and this is different for
different levels.
Only when people understand these
‘rational’ aspects of the change can they
start to do the mental trade off of
understanding what they are gaining and

White Papers. To review and download from
AWA’s archive please go to
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Strategic Advice!
	
  

High level advice and influencing to
support
agile working thinking
	
  
within leadership teams!

Agile
Property
Strategy!

Journey
Planning!

Agile
Campaign
Support!

Research!

Making the
Case for
Change!

Programme!
Management!

Behavioural
Change!

Enterprise
Social Media
Adoption!

Change
Maintenance!

Workplace
Utilisation!
Monitoring!

Interim
Management!

!
Occupancy
Management!
!

	
  

	
  

Transition Management!
End to end delivery capability
for agile projects!
!

Operational Support!
Sustaining the agile changes
through tools, processes and
resources!
!

Development Support!
Professional development
resources to build in house
workplace management
capabilities!
!

Managing
and Working
at a Distance!

Workplace
Management
Development!

Coaching!

!
Workplace
PIN!
!

AWA is a management consultancy that
helps transform business performance
by implementing advanced, agile, work,
place and management concepts better
suited to todays modern business
world.
We have supported some of the worlds
leading organisations in the public and
private sectors and in recent years have
transitioned over 22,000 people from
the old ways of working to the new
world of working.
Our approach is to offer building blocks
of service, which can be tailored, to
your needs. We are able to support you
in developing strategies for change,
delivering projects and supporting
operational teams

